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Consensus Statement on the Acquisition of Informed Consent for Administration of
Intravenous Alteplase in Acute Ischemic Stroke
The Stroke Neurology Advisory Group to the Minnesota Department of Health Stroke Program has
developed this consensus statement regarding the process for informed consent acquisition in the
treatment of acute ischemic stroke with intravenous (IV) alteplase. The currently available data from
high-quality randomized clinical trials, meta-analyses, and analyses of large national and international
databases demonstrate strong evidence that among eligible patients: 1) The benefit of IV alteplase
outweighs the risk when administered within 4.5 hours of onset (or from the time last seen normal); and
2) The magnitude of benefit declines and the risk of serious complications increases with time such that
every minute of delay counts.
Given the strong evidence supporting the safe implementation of IV alteplase as the standard of care
among eligible stroke patients, this group recommends that verbal consent be obtained after a
discussion of potential risks and anticipated benefits prior to treatment initiation. Treatment delays
associated with obtaining written informed consent or when acquisition of verbal consent is immediately
unavailable is not recommended when timeliness of treatment is in the best of interest of eligible
patients.*
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